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Scenarios for the economic impact of the COVID-19 crisis
GDP impact of COVID-19 spread, public-health response, and economic policies
Better
Rapid and effective
control of virus spread
Strong public-health
response succeeds in
controlling spread in
each country within
2–3 months

Virus contained but
sector damage; lower
long-term trend growth

Time

A3
Virus recurrence; slow
long-term growth,
muted world recovery

Virus recurrence; slow
Effective response,
long-term growth
but virus recurs
Public-health response
succeeds but measures
are not sufficient to
Effectiveness prevent recurrence so
of the public- physical distancing
continues (regionally)
health
for several months
response
B2
Virus spread
and publichealth
response

Worse

A1

Pandemic escalation;
prolonged downturn
without economic recovery

B3

Pandemic escalation;
slow progression toward
economic recovery

B4

Ineffective
interventions
Self-reinforcing recession
dynamics kick in;
widespread bankruptcies
and credit defaults;
potential banking crisis
Worse

Partially effective
interventions
Policy responses
partially offset economic
damage; banking crisis
is avoided; recovery
levels muted

A4
Virus recurrence; return
to trend growth,
strong world rebound

A2
Pandemic escalation;
delayed but full economic
recovery

B5
Effective
interventions
Strong policy response
prevents structural
damage; recovery to
pre-crisis fundamentals
and momentum

Knock-on effects and economic policy response
Effectiveness of government economic policy

Making it real: How this could unfold
With a little bit of luck, China will undergo a sharp
but brief slowdown and relatively quickly rebound to
pre-crisis levels of activity. While GDP is expected
to drop sharply in Q2 2020, some signs of normal
life are returning in Beijing, Shanghai, and most
major cities outside Hubei. In this scenario, China’s
annual GDP growth for 2020 would end up roughly
flat, wiping out the growth of 6 percent we expected
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Virus contained; strong
growth rebound

GDP

B1

Broad failure of
public-health
interventions
Public-health
response fails to
control the spread of
the virus for an
extended period of
time (eg, until vaccines
are available)

Virus contained;
slow recovery
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Better

just three months ago. Nevertheless, by 2021,
China’s economy would be on the way to regaining
its pre-crisis trajectory, if not adversely affected by
developments in the rest of the world.
In this scenario, the virus in Europe and the United
States would be controlled effectively with between
two to three months of economic shutdown.
Monetary and fiscal policy would mitigate some

